
The Yun Family’s Ninth Child is an Imp! Chapter 1879 

The Mo family’s old mansion was situated on the east side of Feng Li City and occupied a whole street. It 

was evident that the Mo family was powerful enough in Feng Li City. 

 

 

Although the Mo family had split up, Mo Peng and Mo Chang still lived in the old mansion. It was just 

that two walls had been built in the middle, dividing the old mansion into three families. 

 

 

Originally, Mo Cheng should also have lived in the old mansion. However, under the urging of Madam 

Luo, Mo Cheng went to Jin Chuan City to start a new life. 

 

 

Because of this matter, the Mo family’s Madam Liu was very unhappy with Madam Luo. Fortunately, 

Madam Luo’s Mo Junchen was very well-liked, so madam Liu’s attitude softened a little. 

 

 

The first thing Mo Peng and Mo Chang did when they returned was to meet the Mo family’s master, Mo 

Xiaoting, and Madam Liu. 

 

 

When Yun Chujiu heard the name of the Mo family’s master for the first time, she almost burst out 

laughing. Mo Xiaoting, Mo Xiaoting, Mo Xiaoting, Mo Xiaoting, Mo Xiaoting, Mo Xiaoting! 

 

 

As soon as the four of them entered Luo Li City, Mo Xiaoting and Old Madam Liu received the news. 

 

 



Old Madam Liu pursed her lips, “In my opinion, the soft-eared second brother must have been 

instigated by Luo Shi. If it weren’t for the fact that she gave birth to Jun Chen, I would have already set 

rules for her.” 

 

 

Mo xiaoting furrowed his brows, “In recent years, the Luo family has become much stronger than 

before. Second Brother might be able to borrow some power. Don’t give Luo Shi any face.” 

 

 

“Sigh, I’m just going to say it behind her back. If I give Luo Shi any face, my precious Jun Chen will be the 

first to be unhappy!”Old Madam Liu could not stop smiling when she mentioned Mo Junchen. 

 

 

“You! You really dote on Jun Chen too much! Prepare a welcome gift. No matter what, Fang Cao is the 

eldest daughter of the second branch.” 

 

 

“HMPH!”! How could a wild girl who grew up on a low-grade continent be worthy of being the eldest 

daughter of the second branch? It would be more appropriate if she was replaced by a Fang Hua girl! 

Besides, the reason why second brother brought her back was probably because of that incident. Luo 

Shi sure knew how to scheme. I have to say, this Luo Shi is much stronger than the one from back 

then…” 

 

boxn ov el. c o m 

 

“Enough! Why are you talking about Chen Sesame’s rotten grain incident? ! Hurry up and prepare your 

welcome gift!”Mo xiaoting yelled unhappily. 

 

 



Seeing Mo Xiaoting’s anger, Old Madam Liu did not dare to say anything else. Instead, she blamed Yun 

chujiu for not meeting her. 

 

 

A moment later, Yun Chujiu and the other two entered the house. 

 

 

Seeing Yun Chujiu’s appearance, Old Madam Liu furrowed her brows and felt even more displeased. 

 

 

After Mo Peng and Mo Chang greeted each other, it was Yun Chujiu and Mo Fangqin’s turn. 

 

 

After the two of them greeted each other, old madam Liu said coldly, “Get up. Fangqin, go sit down at 

the side. I want to talk to her.” 

 

 

Yun chujiu glanced at Mo Xiaoting and old Madam Liu who were sitting in the main seat. Seeing their 

expressions, she knew they didn’t like her either. 

 

 

It was strange. Why didn’t the Mo residence like her? Could it have something to do with her mother? 

 

 

“I heard that you blew up your residence as soon as you returned? You really don’t have any rules! Since 

your spiritual power is so low, you should cultivate properly. Why did you come here for no reason? 

“Trash like you, if word got out, it would bring shame to our Mo family “Even though you didn’t live up 



to your expectations, I still have to give you this welcome gift. I don’t want others to say that my bowl of 

water is unfair!”Old Madam Liu said as she took out a hairpin and threw it in front of Yun Chujiu. 

 

 

That hairpin was only a low-grade spiritual artifact, and its style was very old. It was not an accessory 

that a young lady brought. The most outrageous thing was that old madam Liu directly threw the hairpin 

on the ground. It was obvious that she was humiliating Yun Chujiu, this was no different from sending 

away a beggar. 

 

 

Mo fangqin could not help but look at Yun Chujiu. This country bumpkin had always been 

unconventional. What would she do? 


